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Award-winning HD Tune Pro 4.1.1.178 Award-
winning HD Tune Pro is a smart benchmark

utility that allows you to analyze the
performance of your hard drives, SSDs, USB

devices, and optical drives. It provides a simple
and intuitive interface to show the result of the
various tests in an easy to read format. The test

results are sorted and organized into a
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comprehensive view of a drive or an item. You
can use these views to select the optimal

solution for your PC. HD Tune Pro will report
all the characteristics of the drive in simple and

easy to read ways. 10 HDDs & 10 SSDs HD
Tune Pro will quickly detect and report all the
connected hard drives and solid state drives,

including their features, maximum read/write
speed, and available capacity. You can select
the drives to be checked. You can also add

drives not detected by HD Tune Pro. HD Tune
Pro will also check the used space of the

selected drives and report the current and the
maximum total storage capacity of the selected

drives. HD Tune Pro will allow you to: --
Identify and report the type of the connected
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drives -- Sort and organize the results --
Quickly check the performance of the drives --
Quickly check the usage space of the drives --
Clean the drives -- Resize the drives -- Repair

and recover bad sectors -- Change the
partitions of the drives -- Copy or back up files
on drives -- Read and copy files from drives --
Create and format partitions and disks Easy to
use HD Tune Pro will detect and test the hard

drives or solid state drives in about three
minutes. You can scan all the drives (hard

drives or solid state drives) at the same time.
HD Tune Pro will take you by the hand to

make it easier to understand the results. HD
Tune Pro will present the test results in a

comprehensive view. You can easily filter out
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the information you do not want to see. HD
Tune Pro will be the best solution for you if: --

You want to check the performance of hard
drives or solid state drives. -- You are looking
for tools to resolve the following problems: --
How fast are your hard drives and solid state
drives? -- How much data can they store? --
How much free space are they offering? --
How are your drives organized? -- You are

looking for tools to improve your data storage
space? Works with Linux, Windows, and

IsMyHdOK With License Code Download

Turns on and off the selected keyboard buttons
using a standard Windows hotkey. An
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automatic example is created to illustrate how
to use the macro: Just run KEYMACRO! in a

folder and set the hotkey for starting the macro
(press Win + Alt + F11). Then, simply click on

the orange Start Macro button and your
keyboard macro will start, adding itself to the
list of macros. Keyboard macros can be useful
to create shortcuts to do frequently performed

tasks: for instance, if you use a third-party
application such as Media Center, you can

create a shortcut to launch the application using
the hotkey Win + Alt + F11. More... Xilisoft
DVD to Video Converter is a powerful tool to
convert DVD and convert any video formats to

MP4, 3GP, AVI, WMV, MOV, MP3, AAC
and many more in best output quality. It allows
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you to convert DVD to VCD, DVD to M4V,
DVD to 3GP, DVD to MP4, DVD to

H.264/AVI, DVD to AVI, DVD to WMV,
DVD to FLV, DVD to MKV, DVD to MPEG,
DVD to MPEG2, DVD to VOB and DVD to
WMA. You can also convert video files to

DVD, rip DVD to VCD, rip DVD to MPG, rip
DVD to AVI, rip DVD to MP4, rip DVD to

MP3, rip DVD to AAC, rip DVD to AC3, rip
DVD to WAV, rip DVD to DTS and rip DVD
to M4A. Key Features: Super Fast conversion

speed with high quality Support batch
conversion of a large number of files at once

No quality loss or conversion error Support all
regions DVD movies Support all languages

DVD subtitles Supports to convert both sides
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of DVD Super easy-to-use interface, which can
convert DVD to all common video and audio
formats Supports all region DVD video, DVD
to various formats Fast and powerful toolbox,

supports all region DVD, DVD to various
formats, supports all region DVD Provides a
free trial version, which allows you to enjoy

the conversion functions, no time limit Extract
and merge video and audio from DVD

Separate and combine DVD chapter Supports
all region DVD video, DVD to various formats
Supports all region DVD subtitles Supports all

language DVD, DVD to various formats
Supporting both sides of DVD Easy to use,

80eaf3aba8
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Easy to use benchmarking utility. A handy and
efficient tool to measure the performance of
your hard drive and SSD drives, allowing you
to measure their read and write speed. It
supports both HDD and SSD drives, but also
USB sticks or SD memory cards. IsMyHdOK
is a lightweight and very straightforward piece
of software created to serve in benchmarking
operations, enabling you to test out the read
and write speed of any system volume. The
benefits of working with portable tools
Subsequent to the download process, you can
just decompress the archive and run the EXE
file, as the application does not require an
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installation process in order to function. As a
consequence, you can even store IsMyHdOK
on a USB stick or other portable memory
drives and carry it with you wherever you go,
using it on all compatible computers, without
leaving a trace when done. Run benchmarking
tests on your partitions to estimate their
performance IsMyHdOK allows you to choose
the targeted volume from a dedicated menu. It
supports HDD and SSD drives, but also USB
sticks or SD memory cards, so you can work
with whichever you need. IsMyHdOK offers
four different test durations, specifically ‘Short
Test’ (of fifteen seconds), ‘Quick Test’ (around
30 seconds), ‘Long Test’ (approximately 60
seconds) and ‘Very Long Test’ (of up to four
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minutes). The operations consist of reading and
writing data continuously, in 4 or 512 kb
blocks of data, as well as running in parallel 64
blocks of 4 kb. The ‘Access Time’ refers to the
amount of time it takes between each read /
write action, being measured in milliseconds.
When finalized, the results are displayed in two
tables, for ‘Read’ and ‘Write’ values; on the
lower part of the window, you can view the
‘Benchmark’ estimates. Thanks to the
‘Screenshot To File’ function, you can save an
image of the results to your computer, in PNG
format. A useful benchmarking instrument In
conclusion, IsMyHdOK is a handy and
efficient program that can successfully assist
you in measuring the performance level of
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your computer partitions, enabling you to
determine the read and write speed of the disks
through various tests. Why you should care
Simply put, IsMyHdOK measures the
performance level of your computer’s disks. It

What's New In IsMyHdOK?

Description:     IsMyHdOK is a lightweight and
very straightforward piece of software created
to serve in benchmarking operations, enabling
you to test out the read and write speed of any
system volume. The benefits of working with
portable tools Subsequent to the download
process, you can just decompress the archive
and run the EXE file, as the application does
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not require an installation process in order to
function. As a consequence, you can even store
IsMyHdOK on a USB stick or other portable
memory drives and carry it with you wherever
you go, using it on all compatible computers,
without leaving a trace when done. Run
benchmarking tests on your partitions to
estimate their performance IsMyHdOK allows
you to choose the targeted volume from a
dedicated menu. It supports HDD and SSD
drives, but also USB sticks or SD memory
cards, so you can work with whichever you
need. IsMyHdOK offers four different test
durations, specifically ‘Short Test’ (of fifteen
seconds), ‘Quick Test’ (around 30 seconds),
‘Long Test’ (approximately 60 seconds) and
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‘Very Long Test’ (of up to four minutes). The
operations consist of reading and writing data
continuously, in 4 or 512 kb blocks of data, as
well as running in parallel 64 blocks of 4 kb.
The ‘Access Time’ refers to the amount of time
it takes between each read / write action, being
measured in milliseconds. When finalized, the
results are displayed in two tables, for ‘Read’
and ‘Write’ values; on the lower part of the
window, you can view the ‘Benchmark’
estimates. Thanks to the ‘Screenshot To File’
function, you can save an image of the results
to your computer, in PNG format. A useful
benchmarking instrument In conclusion,
IsMyHdOK is a handy and efficient program
that can successfully assist you in measuring
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the performance level of your computer
partitions, enabling you to determine the read
and write speed of the disks through various
tests. Description: Description:     Avg.
Customer Rating: For any general comments or
specific queries about this product you may
contact: Description: Description: Description:
IsMyHdOK is a lightweight and very
straightforward piece of software created to
serve in benchmarking operations, enabling
you to test out the read and write speed of any
system volume. The benefits of working with
portable tools Subsequent
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later
Processor: Intel Core i3 or later Memory: 4GB
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or
AMD Radeon HD 7700 or higher DirectX:
Version 9.0c Storage: 2 GB Sound Card:
DirectX 9.0 compatible Additional Notes:
XBox 360 controller recommended
Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 or
later Memory: 8GB
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